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Background

Physical access security management is the means of controlling the physical entry

to, and within, government buildings in order to protect the site from security

threats such as:

wilful damage including arson, vandalism, graffiti and damage from burglary;

theft;

violence to staff and visitors;

unauthorised access to confidential, commercial and personal records; and

misuse of assets, fraud and sabotage.

The public sector is not just a target, but potentially a very big target. Police records

show that more than 6 000 offences arising out of security breaches involving

government property are reported each year and one estimate has put the total

costs of wilful damage to government property alone as high as $27 million per

year.

The extent of the problem may be understated in Police records as crimes may go

unreported. The costs of these security breaches are also very difficult to measure

accurately but this does not make them any less real.

Agency Chief Executive Officers and governing bodies have an ethical and legal

responsibility to adopt sound security management practices to protect their

customers and staff, ensure privacy of information and safeguard assets. However,

it is almost impossible to lay down hard-and-fast rules about how to discharge this

responsibility.

Good security management practice will vary according to the security risk profile

of the agency and site concerned. Nonetheless, the following core concepts of good

security management practice are widely applicable:

Understanding the Security Threat using:

risk assessments to identify risks and vulnerability.

Maintaining the Security Environment with:

policies and guidelines;

allocation of security responsibilities; and

specific security measures.
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Keeping Tabs on Crime through:

adequate record keeping; and

regular review and monitoring.

Overall Findings
and Conclusions

The performance examination assessed the physical access security management

practices at 11 public sector sites, with very different risk profiles, against the core

security management concepts.

Sites were situated in the central business district, in the metropolitan suburbs

and in country urban locations. All provided services to the public on site, although

some on a more intensive basis than others. The type of services provided included

educational and health care - areas considered to be particularly vulnerable to security

threats of one form or another.

Although all sites had undertaken some form of risk assessment, there was a clear

gap between the scope of the assessments and management’s perception of risks

faced. This gap strongly suggests that the risk assessments undertaken have not

been sufficiently comprehensive.

The agencies’ risk assessments had all considered theft, and many had considered

other well recognised threats such as vandalism, violence and arson. However, risk

assessments rarely considered the emerging threats of misuse of assets, fraud and

sabotage, even though managers at eight sites believed that they were exposed to

one or more of these risks. This omission could be indicative of a reactive rather

than proactive approach to security management.

Somewhat surprisingly, managers at only four sites considered confidentiality of

records to be a security risk and only two of these sites had assessed this risk.

Maintaining the security of confidential records is an important responsibility of

most, if not all, public sector agencies and is a matter of ongoing concern to the

community at large.
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Security policies and guidelines were in place at only six sites. A further three sites

had guidelines without any over-arching policies. A significant omission was the

lack of policies and guidelines covering violence. Violent incidents had been reported

at ten sites but only six of these sites had developed both policies and guidelines to

address the problem.

Security responsibilities were not clearly defined or allocated at nearly half the

sites (five out of 11) creating uncertainty and increasing the probability that security

measures are not implemented effectively.

Many sites failed to observe some of the most basic — and economical — security

practices. For example, only one site used a security checklist, a simple form to

help ensure that security measures and procedures are in place and working. Three

sites did not have clear procedures for ensuring that terminating employees returned

keys.

Recording of security breaches was incomplete and unreliable at many sites. As

with policies and guidelines, a significant omission was in the recording of violent

incidents. Ten of the sites had experienced violent incidents but only five routinely

recorded them. This may be due, in part, to managers mistakenly believing that

incidents of low level violence, such as verbal abuse, were not serious enough to

record.

Recording systems at some sites were insurance driven rather than security driven.

This meant that potentially significant security breaches were not reported if little

insurable damage resulted.

All 11 sites undertook some form of monitoring and review, although the ability of

many sites to assess the efficiency and effectiveness of their security management

was limited because of inadequate incident recording systems.
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Summary of
Recommendations

Chief Executive Officers should promote security management within their

agencies and ensure individual site security practices are appropriate to their

particular environment and risk profile.

Agencies can improve security management by:

undertaking comprehensive risk assessments and ensuring that they

are kept up to date;

developing appropriate policies and guidelines to deal with assessed

risks and communicating them to staff and, where appropriate, the

public;

clearly defining and allocating security responsibilities to both public

sector staff and contractors;

making better use of basic and economical security measures such as

locking doors and windows and using security checklists;

implementing systems that record key data on all security breaches,

promoting their use to staff and, where appropriate, to the public; and

undertaking regular monitoring and review of the efficiency and

effectiveness of security management.
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Chief Executive Officers and agency governing bodies are required to provide a

safe and secure work environment for staff and visitors and to exercise effective

stewardship for property under their control.

An important means of achieving this is to control the physical entry of people to,

and within, Government buildings. These control strategies have to balance security

and protection against the needs of visitors, staff, and customers for appropriate

and convenient access.

Risks associated with unauthorised physical access by intruders, staff or customers

to or within a building include:

wilful damage including arson, vandalism, graffiti and damage from burglary;

theft;

violence to staff and visitors;

unauthorised access to confidential, commercial and personal records; and

misuse of assets, fraud and sabotage.

Background

A Risk Based Approach to Security Management

Security Management refers to the provision of a safe and secure environment

within which to conduct public or private business. Providing such an environment

requires expertise in a range of fields, such as human resource management and

architecture, as well as security technology and techniques.

The literature suggests that security management has not always been seen as a

high priority in either the public or private sector and attention has usually focused

on it only after a security breach has occurred. Such an approach might have been

justifiable when there was little perceived threat to security. However, increases in

various types of criminal activity including physical assaults, theft and property

damage have prompted community-wide concern about security.

Generally speaking, the most common response to the security threat — both in

the wider community and in the public sector — has been directed towards

improving physical access security. This is a sound approach given that most security

breaches involve some sort of unauthorised, usually physical, access. However,

experience suggests that a comprehensive security management approach can be

even more effective.
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Standards Australia, through its Australian Standard for Risk Management

(No. 4360), provides a useful starting point for addressing security management

within the broader context of risk management. A draft Australian Standard for

security in the health care field provides a further, and more specific, reference.

All forms of business involve making decisions to protect the operations of an

organisation against a range of risks. Managing risk involves selecting one or more

strategies to treat threats to an organisation. Organisations usually adopt several

strategies, the most common being risk transfer (insurance), and measures to prevent

or minimise risks. Figure 1 illustrates how physical access security is a part of this

risk management process.

Figure 1: Physical access security as a component of risk management

Source: OAG

A review of the literature and relevant Australian Standards, as well as discussions

with agency security specialists and stakeholders, identified the following core

concepts of good security management practice:

undertaking security risk assessments;

implementing security policies and guidelines;

defining and allocating security responsibilities;

adopting specific security measures;

maintaining a system for recording security breaches; and

regular monitoring and review.
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While these core concepts have wide application, specific security management

practice will vary from agency to agency, and between sites within agencies,

according to the security risk profile of the organisation and site concerned.

Security Management within the Western Australian
Public Sector

In the Western Australian public sector, there have been a number of recent security

and risk management initiatives. In June 1996, Cabinet endorsed a Managed Fund

approach for all insurable risks of State Government agencies. The Managed Fund

will be administered by the State Government Insurance Commission and includes

a requirement for agencies to undertake risk management audits.

In addition, the Department of Contract and Management Services (formerly the

Building Management Authority) is developing a number of new initiatives to reduce

the incidence and costs of wilful damage within the public sector. One of these

initiatives involves promoting yet to be released booklets advising designers and

building owners on ways to reduce wilful damage costs. This wilful damage initiative

follows an earlier “Graffiti” task force, established by the Premier, that reported in

July 1993.

The main statutory provisions regarding security management within the Western

Australian public sector are found in the Financial Administration and Audit Act

1985, Treasurer’s Instruction 814 and also in the Occupational, Safety and Health

Act 1984.

The Department of Contract and Management Services and the Treasury Department

promote security and risk management within the Western Australian public sector.

Agencies can obtain initial advice from these agencies, as well as from the Police

Department, before obtaining further professional advice, or seeking training for

key staff from accredited training courses.
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Examination Focus
and Approach

The performance examination assessed whether selected agencies had applied the

identified core concepts of physical access security management. Other security

risks, such as protecting computer databases from on-line ‘hackers”, were not

examined.

The following 11 sites were selected for the examination1:

Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital

Lesmurdie Senior High School

Eastern Goldfields Senior High School

Western Australian Department of Training – Central Metropolitan College of

  TAFE, Aberdeen Street Campus

Curtin University of Technology, Bentley Campus

Ministry of Fair Trading, Head Office

Ministry of Justice – Fremantle Magistrates Court

Ministry of Justice – Public Trustee

Metropolitan Cemeteries Board, Karrakatta

The State Housing Commission, Head Office

The State Housing Commission, Mirrabooka Office

The 11 sites were selected to cover a range of physical locations, assets, functions,

portfolios and patterns of public use. They included central business district, inner

city, suburban, outer metropolitan and country urban locations as well as multi-

level and multi-occupied buildings. Some of the sites were physically difficult to

secure against the risk of intruders, while others could be more easily closed off.

Many sites comprised a range of buildings and grounds requiring different security

measures.

1 The sites are not listed in any particular order and do not follow the same sequence as sites

A–K listed later in this report.
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Some sites were located in low crime rate areas (50 or fewer offences reported to

the police per year) and other sites were in high crime rate areas (more than 2 000

reported offences per year). The assets and property at risk included buildings and

equipment that ranged in value from $1 million to more than $200 million as well

as sensitive and confidential personal and business records.

Some of the sites catered to large numbers of the general public all year round and

for extended periods of time during any day of the year. Other sites served smaller

numbers of customers and were open during conventional business hours only.

Staff at some of these sites were also required to deal with difficult or disturbed

customers who could become abusive and/or violent.

The performance examination included:

research into security management issues and practice;

interviews and discussions with managers and staff at the 11 selected sites as

well as the agency head offices where appropriate;

inspection of relevant policies and manuals; and

analysis of available site and agency data on security breaches.

A number of agencies were also consulted for advice and information including:

the Department of Contract and Management Services; the Ministry of Premier

and Cabinet – Public Sector Management Office and Government Property Office;

the Treasury Department; the Police Department; the State Government Insurance

Commission, and the Western Australian Fire Brigades Board.
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More than 6 000 offences arising from security breaches involving State

Government property are reported to the police each year.

The costs of security breaches to State Government property are hard to measure,

although one estimate has put the total direct and indirect costs of wilful damage

at about $27 million per year.

Although all areas of the public sector face physical access security threats, some

sites are clearly at more risk than others.

Incidences of Security Breaches

In the two years to 1995–96 more than 12 000 offences arising from security breaches

to State Government property were reported to police (see Figure 2). This represents

an average incident rate of about 120 every week. Around 50 per cent of these

incidents reported to police involved properties of the Education Department.

Security Breaches Reported to Police for the State Public Sector

Offences1 1994-95 1995-96

Burglary 1 906 1 992

Stealing 933 968

Damage 2 630 2 685

Arson2 85 93

Graffiti 452 626

Violence3 13 21

TOTAL 6 019 6 385

Figure 2:  Security Breaches Reported to Police

Reported offences arising from public sector security breaches have increased — most notably
graffiti and violence. Actual numbers of security breaches will be higher as many incidents
of crime go unreported.

Notes
1 Drug offences and fraud not included
2 Excludes deliberately lit bushfires
3 Includes criminal threats and common assaults (excluding sexual assaults)

Source: Police Service and the OAG
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The examination found that many offences involving security breaches of

government property are not reported to the police. Although the extent of this

under-reporting is not known, it is likely to be significant. For example, the Education

Department recorded nearly 5 000 incidents of wilful damage and theft in 1995–96

but only about 3 500 were reported to the police.

Similarly many security breaches are not reported internally within public sector

agencies, particularly if the incident is considered minor or the loss is not great.

During interview, some site managers expressed concern about serious security

breaches within their premises but could not subsequently produce records of their

occurrence, frequency, cost or impact.

Costs of Security Breaches

The cost of security breaches to Government property is also difficult to determine,

not just because of the under-reporting of incidents, but also because the costs

arising from vandalism and graffiti are often subsumed within general maintenance

and other budget items.

A 1993 report prepared by the then Building Management Authority estimated direct

and indirect wilful damage costs to the whole of the State public sector at about

$27 million per year. Indirect costs include interruptions to services, personal injury

as a result of damage, the involvement of emergency services and decreases in

productivity.

The cost of threats and verbal abuse to public sector employees is not readily

measurable, and is sometimes dismissed as an occupational hazard, but a real price

can be paid through reduced productivity, premature staff turn-over, litigation

settlements or workers compensation payments. In regard to workers compensation

payments, the State Government Insurance Commission (SGIC) paid out about $1.4

million compensation in relation to just under 400 claims for personal injuries

arising from ‘violence’ in 1994–95. The exact number of claims resulting from

deliberate violent assault is unclear as these figures include some claims that could

have arisen from accidental pushes or knocks.
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Although all areas within the public sector are faced with a security threat, some

sites are at greater risk than others. Local and overseas experience has shown that

both hospitals and schools are highly exposed to a number of security threats.

The Education Department has a high exposure because it is responsible for over

800 sites, mainly schools, worth more than $2 billion. Schools are particularly

vulnerable to wilful damage and theft as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Incidence and cost1 of wilful damage and theft within the Education
Department over the past six years.

The Education Department has a high and costly exposure to wilful damage and theft.

Note: 1 Dollar costs indexed to the Australian Bureau of Statistics Consumer Price Index

for Perth applied from 1990–91
Source: Education Department and OAG

Figure 3 shows that the annual number of incidents of wilful damage and theft

varied widely from a six year low of about 2 000 in 1993–94 to a high of around

5 000 in 1994–95 and 1995–96. Over the same period, real costs averaged just under

$2 million per year, not including 1992–93, which experienced a peak of over

$4 million.

According to the Department, the large cost incurred during 1992–93 was attributed

mainly to a few particularly damaging and costly arson incidents at schools. The

Department also believes that the fluctuation in the number of incidents over time

was due in part to changes in incident reporting systems as well as to actual increases

in crime.
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Recommendation

Chief Executive Officers should promote security management within their

agencies and ensure individual site security practices are appropriate to their

particular environment and risk profile.
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Risk assessments are not sufficiently comprehensive in that they have:

not covered all the risks to which management believe their site is exposed;

and

largely overlooked important and emerging risks in relation to confidentiality

of records, misuse of assets, fraud and sabotage.

The earliest risk assessment was undertaken six years ago. They can rapidly

become obsolete as circumstances change and therefore need to be regularly

updated and periodically completely redone.

Security Risk Assessment

A security risk assessment is a method of identifying and understanding the risks

associated with a particular function or facility and is the first step in establishing

a sound system of security management.

The examination determined whether a security risk assessment had been carried

out for each site. Managers at each site were also interviewed to ascertain their

view of the security risks to which their site was exposed.

The results are summarised in Figure 4 below.

Security Risks Sites Examined
A B C D E F G H I J K

Theft a a a a a a a a a a a
Vandalism a e e a e a e a e a a
Violence a a a e e a a a e a
Arson e a a e a a a
Privacy of Records a e a e
Misuse of Assests a e
Fraud e e e a

Sabotage e e e

a Risk assessment undertaken

e Exposure identified by management but not included in risk assessment

Figure 4: Exposure to Security Risk
Although managers think that their sites have a high exposure to theft, vandalism, violence
and, to a lesser extent arson, some risk assessments do not cover all of these exposures.
Risks to privacy of information, misuse of assets, fraud and sabotage were rarely assessed.

Source: OAG
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Managing the risk of theft has been and continues to be a long standing concern of

agencies. The examination found that management at all sites believed that they

had an exposure to theft, and this risk had been assessed at all sites.

All 11 sites were also considered by management to have an exposure to vandalism,

however only six risk assessments included this risk.

Ten sites were considered by management to have an exposure to violence but

only seven risk assessments included this risk.

Arson was considered a risk at seven sites although only five had assessed this risk.

It is relevant to note that four of these seven sites had recorded a total of six arson

attempts in the past two years. The most serious attempt resulted in a $30 000

repair bill although assets worth more than $3 million were put at risk. The arson

attempts also threatened to disrupt the site’s operations. Of the four sites, two had

assessed the risk of arson before the attacks, one did so after the attack, and one

had not yet done so at the time of the performance examination. The arson attack,

in this latter instance, had been relatively recent.

Somewhat surprisingly, given the functions of the sites visited, only four sites

considered maintaining the confidentiality and security of records to be a risk.

Furthermore, only two of these sites had assessed this risk. Maintaining the security

of confidential records is an important responsibility of most, if not all, public

sector agencies and is a matter of ongoing concern to the community at large.

One site had undertaken a risk assessment for misuse of assets and another site

had undertaken a risk assessment for fraud. No site had undertaken a risk

assessment for sabotage. However, management at eight out of the 11 sites believed

that they were exposed to one or more of these risks.

In summary, there is a clear gap between management perception of risk and the

scope of risk assessments undertaken. While this gap may partly be due to the risk

assessments being out of date, it does strongly suggest that many risk assessments

are not sufficiently comprehensive.

Furthermore, those risk assessments that were undertaken tended to focus on the

traditional and well recognised threats of theft, vandalism, violence and arson.

Few assessed important and emerging security threats in relation to privacy of

information, misuse of assets, fraud and sabotage. This omission could be indicative

of a reactive rather than proactive approach to security management.
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Updating Risk Assessments

Risk assessments can rapidly become obsolete as circumstances change. They should

therefore be regularly updated and periodically completely redone.

The examination found that systematic risk assessments are a recent phenomenon

within the sites examined with the earliest being undertaken six years ago. Three

sites had updated or completely redone an existing risk assessment in response to

changes in their security environment. These changes included:

an observed increase in security breaches;

the construction of new buildings;

the refurbishment of existing accommodation; and

an increased out-of-hours usage of the site.

Changes of this nature should, in any event, trigger a risk assessment irrespective

of whether there has been any prior assessment, as illustrated in the following

case study.

One public sector agency entered into a long term lease to occupy several

floors of a privately owned multi-level building that housed other non-

government tenants. At the time (prior to 1990) security risk assessments

were not common practice across the public sector and no security risk

assessment was undertaken by the agency prior to occupying the premises.

The agency subsequently experienced security breaches arising from its

inability to control physical access to and within its premises. The agency

became increasingly concerned about the incidence of theft and the risk of

unauthorised access to confidential information and violence to staff.

An expert was therefore engaged to conduct a brief security appraisal of the

premises. Following this appraisal the agency fitted a glass partition to the

cashier’s counter, improved door locks and installed a number of duress

alarms. The agency also requested the lessor’s managing agent to significantly

upgrade security within the building. However the parties could not reach

agreement as to what were reasonable requests, within the industry standard

safety and security conditions of the lease.
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A risk assessment undertaken prior to entering into the long term lease

would have identified weaknesses in building security and the agency’s

potential exposures. The agency could then have made a more informed

decision whether to enter into the lease and the conditions of that lease.

The Government Property Office (a central coordinating agency for

Government accommodation) advises that specific security clauses can be

negotiated into office accommodation leases, although they are not the

industry norm and may therefore incur an additional cost.

Recommendation

Agencies should undertake comprehensive security risk assessments and

ensure that they are kept up to date.
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Many sites had not developed security policies and guidelines. A significant

omission was the lack of policies and guidelines covering violence even though

all sites but one had experienced violent incidents.

A similar number of sites had not clearly defined or allocated responsibility for

security.

In contrast, some sites had developed sound security policies and guidelines

that promoted community involvement through schemes similar in design to

Neighbourhood Watch.

Although all sites had some security measures in place many failed to observe

basic security practices such as locking doors and windows, switching on alarms,

using security checklists and ensuring that terminating employees returned keys.

Good practice in maintaining a secure environment includes:

having security policies and guidelines;

allocating security responsibilities; and

implementing security measures.

Figure 5 summarises the examination findings in this area.

Security Sites Examined
Management A B C D E F G H I  J K

Policy a a a u a a u d d d d

Guidelines u u a d a d d d d d d

Responsibilities a u a u d u d d d d d

Security measures d u d d d d d d d d d

a Absent or limited in scope

u Under-developed

d Developed

Figure 5: Maintaining a Secure Environment

Although all sites had implemented security measures, only six had developed both policies
and guidelines and allocated responsibility.

Source: OAG
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Policies and Guidelines

Policies and guidelines form the link between risk assessments and implementing

appropriate — and cost effective — security measures. Clearly written security

policies are needed to inform staff and, where appropriate, customers about the

organisation’s security goals and standards. Security guidelines or instructions

provide practical direction and assistance to help achieve these goals and standards.

Agencies with developed security policies and guidelines are well positioned to

respond quickly and confidently to security threats.

Only six sites had both policies and guidelines in place at the time of the

examination. Three of the remaining five sites had guidelines in place but no over-

riding policies.

The absence of policies and guidelines covering violence — such as assaults, threats

and serious verbal abuse - was a significant omission. Violent incidents had been

reported at ten sites but only six of these sites had developed both policies and

guidelines to address the problem. Two sites had neither policies nor guidelines

and one of these sites had also been exposed to occasional brawls involving

customers. It is understood that the two sites are now addressing the issue of

violence in the context of a systematic approach to security.

Policies and guidelines need to be well communicated to ensure they are accepted

and acted upon. It was difficult to determine at most sites whether policies and

guidelines were being effectively communicated to staff and the public.

However, the examination did note some instances of good communication that

raised security awareness and confidence within the local community as well as

with staff. These were “School Watch”, an initiative patterned on the successful

Neighbourhood Watch scheme and supported by the Education Department, and

“Medi Watch”, a similar scheme operated by Kalgoorlie Hospital.
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Allocating Security Responsibilities

The examination found that security responsibilities had not been clearly defined

or allocated at five out of the eleven sites. Whereas the clear allocation of

responsibility has always been fundamental to good management, changing public

sector staffing practices can make it even more important, particularly in situations

where staff or contractors are not as familiar with the workplace as they may have

been in the past. This is illustrated in the following case study.

It is not always obvious that cleaners have important security responsibilities

in addition to their cleaning duties. Management at one site, where there

were several buildings and many possible points of entry, reported an

increased incidence of buildings not being properly secured at night

following the outsourcing of their cleaning services. The previous staff

cleaners had developed a good working knowledge of their security

responsibilities, particularly in relation to locking doors and windows,

without requiring detailed instruction.

The new contract cleaners, however, did not have this working knowledge

and frequent staff changes gave them little opportunity to acquire it.

Management had not re-examined the issue of defining and allocating

security responsibilities when outsourcing cleaning services.

The need to clearly define and allocate security responsibilities has been addressed

by Standards Australia in a draft Australian Standard for healthcare facilities. The

Department of Contract and Management Services is examining the same issue,

within the context of a soon to be released wilful damage management initiative.

Specific Security Measures

The examination found that all sites had security measures in place of one form or

another. These ranged from very basic measures such as door and window locks,

key registers and security checklists, to more sophisticated measures such as security

guards, patrols and electronic surveillance.
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The importance of locking doors and windows is self evident. Yet police records

show that there were nearly 600 reported incidents, in the three years from

1993–94 to 1995–96, where burglars were able to gain access to State Government

property through unlocked doors and windows.

Ensuring that only authorised people hold keys is a basic and long standing security

measure. Key registers were maintained for all sites, but three sites did not have

procedures to ensure that employees returned keys on termination or redeployment.

The examination found that staff at one site still held keys for a building no longer

occupied by them.

Security checklists typically involve checking not only that doors and windows are

locked but also that:

alarms are in working order;

fences are in good repair;

security surveillance and patrols are carried out;

incident reporting procedures are being followed; and

other strategies and procedures are in place and working.

The use of such security checklists is recommended by the Department of Contract

and Management Services, as well as the Departments of Health and Education, as

a quick and cost-effective security management tool. Yet only Lesmurdie Senior

High School was found to be using a security checklist. Most sites were unaware of

their availability or value, or considered that checklists were the responsibility of

contracted security services.

The more extensive and sophisticated the security measures the costlier they were

to install and maintain. Security measures ranged in cost from a few dollars for

conventional locks to over $5 000 for an electronic proximity card system with

each key costing an additional $10. A single security guard, deployed at certain

times only, cost one site about $43 000 per year. Several security guards, conducting

day and night patrols, cost another more complex site around $250 000 per year.

The examination found that alarms can be used to provide early detection of arson

and other forms of wilful damage. The Education Department spends almost

$500 000 per year on the installation and upgrading of alarm systems at schools.

Figure 6 shows that these systems can help contain the cost of arson.
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Facilities at six schools Cost of structural Replacement Damage as a %
damage from  value ($) of replacement

arson ($)  value

Canteen 3 000 95 000 3%

Administration Block 7 000 178 000 4%

Deputy Principal Office 10 000 705 000 1%

Arts and Gymnasium 132 000 1 610 000 8%

Drama Block 3 000 345 000 1%

Business Studies Facility 21 324 345 000 6%

Figure 6: Alarms can help contain the cost of arson

Alarms assist to reduce losses by summoning early assistance. If the above facilities had not
been protected by alarms, it is probable that they would have suffered more extensive damage
and may have been totally destroyed.

Source:Department of Contract and Management Services and Education Department

This building at Warwick Primary School, burnt in August 1995, had a replacement value of
more than $500 000. It was not protected by an alarm system.
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The Education Department spends $2 million per year, or about $4 000 per school,

on security services that include security patrols and call-outs, and central alarm

monitoring. The effectiveness of these measures is dependent upon the schools,

and other sites monitored, switching alarms on and locking doors and windows

when required. Over the past two years, Departmental security patrols have reported

about 1 500 instances per year of premises not being properly secured. Central

alarm monitoring has detected about 1 000 instances per year of alarms not being

switched on at times when they should have been. These reports are followed up

with the site concerned in order to maintain the effectiveness of security measures.

Recommendations

Agencies can improve security management by:

developing appropriate policies and guidelines to deal with assessed

risks and communicating them to staff and, where appropriate, the

public;

clearly defining and allocating security responsibilities to both public

sector staff and contractors; and

making better use of basic and economical security measures such as

locking doors and windows and using security checklists.
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Record keeping of security breaches was incomplete and unreliable at most sites.

Of particular concern, only half of the sites exposed to violent incidents routinely

recorded these incidents.

Many recording systems focused more upon insurance issues than security issues.

This meant that at least some potentially serious security breaches were not

recorded if little insurable damage resulted.

Inadequate record keeping limited the ability of some sites to monitor and review

the efficiency and effectiveness of their security arrangements.

Maintaining and using information about security breaches is an essential

component of sound security management. It requires:

recording of security breaches; and

regular monitoring and review.

Figure 7 summarises the examination findings in relation to security information

systems.

Security Sites Examined
Management A B C D E F G H I  J K

Record Keeping u u u u a u u u d d d

Monitoring and Review u u u d u u d d d d d

a Absent

u Under-developed or minimal

d Detailed

Figure 7: Keeping Tabs on Crime

Only three out of the 11 sites kept comprehensive records of security breaches. The other
sites tended to rely on less useful sources such as security guard incident reports and
insurance claims.

Source: OAG
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Recording Security Breaches

Only three of the 11 sites had systems in place to record a comprehensive range of

data on security breaches.

These three sites had implemented their own detailed incident reporting procedures

covering:

descriptions of security breaches;

location, time and types of incidents;

offender and victim details;

damage and other outcomes arising from incidents; and

suggestions, from the person reporting the incident, for corrective action.

Managers at other sites tended to rely on security patrol log-books, access to

insurance claim data or the memory of key staff. While these sources may be useful

they provide incomplete and, in the case of human memory, unreliable data.

Security patrols are contracted to provide specific services, which are often limited

to responding to alarms or to visiting a building a few times during the day or

night. In addition, their incident logs frequently provide minimal data only such

as, ‘12:45 am –side door open’.

The examination found that, at some sites, record keeping was designed to meet

insurance rather than security needs. This meant that at least some potentially

significant security breaches were not reported where little insurable damage

resulted.

A security incident recording system should cover all risks to which a site is exposed

and certainly those risks which have resulted in actual incidents. However, of the

ten sites that had experienced violent incidents, only five routinely recorded them.

Some site managers considered that low level violence, such as abusive language,

was not serious enough to warrant reporting. However, incidents of low level

violence can have adverse, and costly, impacts on the individual and the agency.

They can also rapidly, or over time, escalate to more serious incidents of violence.

By encouraging the recording of these incidents, and monitoring patterns of violence,
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an agency is able to respond with such measures as: staff training, building redesign,

changing work practices or tightening security. The agency can also limit its exposure

to litigation by being able to demonstrate that it takes the matter seriously.

Some site managers also expressed concern at the cost of recording all security

incidents. The cost of recording all incidents should be marginal, providing a site

already has an effective security management framework in place.

The examination found two examples where the comprehensive recording of

security breaches has helped management implement more effective security

measures.

At Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital, comprehensive security incident records

have helped the hospital identify key problem areas including assaults,

thefts, indecent actions and drunken behaviour. The information has enabled

the Hospital to focus its limited resources on improving scheduling of

security guards and providing other security measures when and where they

are most needed .

Government schools are particularly prone to wilful damage with windows

being a favourite target. The Department of Contract and Management

Services estimates that nearly $1.5 million is spent every year repairing

broken school windows. Comprehensive security incident records helped

one school make a successful case for the replacement of frequently broken

windows with a more expensive but less vulnerable material, a cost effective

longer term solution.

Monitoring and Review

Regular monitoring and review of security management helps managers to ensure

that security measures are working as intended, and to know when a risk assessment

needs updating or renewing.

During the examination, a theft occurred at an agency with otherwise satisfactory

procedures and good security. Management suspected that the theft was made

possible because of a temporary reduction in the level of security during building

refurbishment. A security review beforehand may have identified this risk, and

the additional temporary measures needed during refurbishment.
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Figure 7 shows that all 11 sites undertook some form of monitoring and review,

although many sites could improve in one or more of the following areas:

review and analysis of available incident data;

preparing internal security management reports;

reviewing the effectiveness of security policies and guidelines; and

over reliance on security patrol reports where these were of limited value given

the infrequency and short duration of visits.

The ability of many sites to monitor and review the efficiency and effectiveness of

their security arrangements was limited by their inadequate incident recording

systems.

Recommendations

Agencies can improve security management by:

implementing systems that record a range of key data on all security

breaches and promoting their use to staff and, where appropriate, to

the public; and

undertaking regular monitoring and review of the efficiency and

effectiveness of security management.
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What constitutes good practice in security management will vary according to the

organisation and site involved, and their operational processes and requirements,

products and service, and financial resources.

This Guide has been developed after review of the relevant literature, discussion

with agency stakeholders and review of relevant Australian standards, in particular:

the Australian Standard for Risk Management (No. 4360) published by Standards

Australia which provides a starting point for addressing security management

within the broader context of risk management.

the draft Australian Standard for security in the health care industry, also by

Standards Australia.
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The core concepts of good practice in physical access security management include:

systematic risk assessments;

clear policies and guidelines;

allocation of security responsibilities;

specific security measures designed to address identified risks;

comprehensive record keeping; and

regular review and monitoring.

UNDERSTAND THE  THREAT

Risk assessments should …

identify targets such as:

assets;

information; and

potential victims.

estimate vulnerability, probability and critical costs;

determine legal and ethical obligations of the agency;

review existing procedures;

outline issues and management options; and

be regularly up-dated to keep pace with changes in the security environment.

MAINTAIN A SECURE ENVIRONMENT

Security policies and guidelines should …

address risks relevant to each site;

clearly state required performance criteria or standards;

outline how policies should be implemented; and

be well communicated to staff, and the public if appropriate.

Responsibilities for security should …

be clearly defined and allocated to staff and contractors; and

be well communicated to staff, and the public if appropriate.
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Specific security measures should …

emphasise the importance of basic controls such as locking doors and windows

and maintaining key registers;

make better use of checklists that help ensure:

alarms are in working order;

fences are in good repair;

security surveillance and patrols are carried out;

incident reporting procedures are being followed; and

other strategies and procedures are in place and working.

be supported by staff and customers; and

include suitable training for staff.

RECORD AND MONITOR

Security recording systems should …

be easy to use;

capture the full range of security breaches; and

provide sufficient data for the review and enhancement of policies and

strategies.

Monitoring should …

be regularly conducted and the results reported to management; and

ensure security measures are working as intended.

REVIEW AND IMPROVE

Reviews should …

detect likely changes in risk exposures; and

reassess appropriateness of security measures.
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Performance Examination ReportsPerformance Examination Reports
1993

Internal Audit in Selected Government Agencies November 2, 1993

Child Care in Western Australia November 10, 1993

Public Sector Travel
Corporate Card
Main Roads Properties
Mining Royalties  November 16, 1993

1994

Utilisation of School Facilities in the Metropolitan Area March 24, 1994

Grants to Non-Government Organisations
Pastoral Leases
Records Management
Purchasing May 11, 1994

Public Hospital Waiting Lists Information: Waiting Times – The Real Issue October 19, 1994

Financial Assistance to Industry
  Public Rental Housing
  University Consultancy Services November 3, 1994

1995

Legal Aid Commission April 5, 1995

Police Department Operations Centre May 4, 1995

Management and Control of Minicomputer–based Systems in
  Western Australian Government Agencies May 23, 1995

Management of the Public Bank Account Investments August 23, 1995

Value for Money in TAFE August 30, 1995

Public Sector Travel
Corporate Card
Cabcharge Facilities September 19, 1995

Hospital Emergency Departments November 1, 1995

Contracting for Services November 22, 1995

Public Dental Services December 6, 1995

1996

Improving Road Safety May 1, 1996

The Internet and Public Sector Agencies June 19, 1996

Under Wraps! August 28, 1996

On request these reports may be made available in an alternate format for those with visual impairment.


